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CLARIFICATION ANNOUNCEMENT

AND

RESUMPTION OF TRADING

This announcement is made by Hoifu Energy Group Limited (the ‘‘Company’’) pursuant to
Rule 13.09 of the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock Exchange of Hong
Kong Limited (the ‘‘Listing Rules’’) and the Inside Information Provisions (as defined in the
Listing Rules) under Part XIVA of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 of the
Laws of Hong Kong).

The board of directors of the Company (the ‘‘Board’’) noted that a local magazine, Next
Magazine (‘‘Next Magazine’’), had published an article in relation to certain allegations or
comments on Dr. Hui. The Article alleged that Dr. Hui is and will be facing a life threat as
someone has placed an order to kill him. After the publication of the Article on 26 March
2014, the trading price of the Shares dropped by approximately 20%, as compared to the
closing price of the Shares on 25 March 2014, before the trading in the Shares on The Stock
Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the ‘‘Stock Exchange’’) was halted at the request of the
Company at 11:28 a.m. on 27 March 2014.

The Company made the following clarification and statement pursuant to information
provided by Dr. Hui,

‘‘Following the publication of issue 1255 of Next Magazine in the afternoon on 26 March
2014 with a cover story entitled ‘‘Financiers with triad background give killing order after
flop on stock speculation allegedly involving Uncle Four’’ (hereinafter referred to as the
‘‘Kill Article’’), the investing public worried about the personal security of Dr. Hui,
chairman of Hoifu Energy, and the management crisis facing the police, shaking their
confidence in investing in Hoifu Energy and directly hitting the value of the company’s
stock value. From the afternoon trading session on 26 March to the morning trading session
on 27 March, the share price of Hoifu Energy fell by almost 20%, draining a market
capitalization of HK$600 million. Accordingly, Hoifu Energy and its chairman Dr. Hui
reserve the right to take legal actions against Next Magazine and claim damages for the
economic loss arising.
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On 27 March 2014, Dr. Hui issued a writ of summons (HCA531/2014) against Next Media
in the High Court demanding clarification from Next Magazine in respect of the grossly
false report in the Kill Article and claiming damages for economic loss.

The Company has made the following clarification and statement pursuant to the information
and notification received from Dr. Hui in respect of the Kill Article in the Next Magazine:

(1) The Kill Article stated that Mr. Koon Wing Yee (官永義), along with some triad
members, allegedly extorted 500 million shares of Sino Union Energy. The reason for
that is ‘‘Hui once again offered ‘‘big advantage’’ to Koon. Koon was required to pay
only HK$200 million for participation in shareholding and Hui promised to give Koon
an additional 250 million shares. Based on the then share price of HK$1.40 per share,
the average purchase price was approximately HK$0.5 per share, which seemed to be a
killing to Koon so he agreed’’. Imposing such ‘‘ridiculous’’ accusation about cheating
others out of benefits is totally a lie.

(2) According to the Kill Article, Hui’s road to fortune was despised by somebody in the
business circle, just to name a few, Mr. Jack Lam (林積), Lew Mon Hung (劉夢熊) and
Mr. Fung Sing (馮成), whom reportedly had ‘‘got burned’’. Being a businessman, Dr.
Hui admitted that he did have business ties with some of the above persons but
maintained that code of ethics acceptable to modern business practice which attaches
high importance to contract terms and creditworthiness was strictly followed. Dr. Hui
always fulfills his rights and obligations according to written contract terms and has
never done business on ‘‘verbal agreement’’ instead of legally binding ‘‘written
agreements’’ which are drafted by legal professionals and signed and executed by all
parties. It is always not Dr. Hui’s practice to do lawful business with his counterparties
or other business associates solely on so-called ‘‘verbal agreement’’.

Dr. Hui has long been at the helm of several representative and influential trade
associations which promote the principle of ‘‘relying on contracts and honoring
commitment‘‘that views contract as a groundwork to do business under the protection of
laws and distrust the role of ‘‘verbal agreement’’ in business transactions especially
those involving substantial amount of money that require protection of the parties’ legal
interests by contracts.

The Kill Article fabricates the scenario of Mr. Jack Lam (林積), together with others,
being ‘‘conned’’ and further implies that ‘‘Hui Chi Ming will act generously to his
subjects. For one occasion, he promised to give an additional of 150 million shares after
the deal was done but went back on his words. Hui’s associates even procured
‘‘Shanghai Kid (上海仔)’’ to reconcile and settled the dispute by paying only HK$20
million’’. As a matter of fact, in a business deal with Mr. Jack Lam who had certain
outstanding amount due to Dr. Hui, Mr. Jack Lam proposed to settle the dispute
through negotiation between both parties and their respective solicitors. Finally, Dr. Hui
agreed to receive less than HK$20 million from Mr. Jack Lam and renounced the
remainder. The settlement was evidenced by written agreement. It shows that Dr. Hui
receives less rather than paying less.

As regards the business cooperation and money disputes between Dr. Hui and Mr. Fung
Sing (馮成) fabricated in the Kill Article, it is an utter nonsense and malicious personal
attack.
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As regards the ‘‘5% commission’’ claimed by Mr. Lew Mon Hung (劉夢熊), it is a
fabrication and unilateral groundless statement. It is a common knowledge that
commission is charged in a reasonable proportion to the size of a share deal. Whether
it is a high or low commission rate to charge 2% on a sizable share deal is a matter of
viewpoint. When the 2% commission on transaction value was settled upon completion
of the share deal, no disputes arose from either party and written agreement was signed
as evidence. Afterwards, Mr. Lew Mon Hung (劉夢熊) had borrowed from Dr. Hui
more than HK$6 million in aggregate, of which over HK$5 million remains outstanding
to-date. Although Dr. Hui holds the IOU signed by Mr. Lew Mon Hung (劉夢熊), he
has yet demanded payment from Mr. Lew.

It is not Dr. Hui’s original intention to bring up the foregoing. Given the false
accusations that put Dr. Hui’s creditability into question, the fabricated business
practice of Dr. Hui to ‘‘pay half only’’ that brought about the money disputes involving
the trio named above and the senseless remarks by someone, all mentioned in the Kill
Article, Dr. Hui has to come forward to clarify and reveal the tactics of Next Magazine
to sling mud at Dr. Hui.

(3) To materialize its hidden agenda one way or the other, the Kill Article chose to ignore
all the facts and base on pure speculation without interviewing or confirming with Dr.
Hui. The Kill Article also stated that ‘‘Hui Chi Ming, the former chairman of Sino
Union Petro, reported the case to the police headquarters at Arsenal Street in the
company of Li Kwan Ha, the retired Commissioner of Police and a former member of
the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference’’. In fact, it was his lawyer who
accompanied Dr. Hui. Another example of nonsense includes ‘‘Hui Chi Ming’s side
hired Tai Lung (泰龍) and his boss, Man Biu (文彪) as the mediators, ........, Wong
turned it down. Both sides refused to engage in negotiation any more’’. This never
happens and it is nothing but a smear. As a matter of fact, Dr. Hui has no idea about
anyone named Tai Lung (泰龍) and Man Biu (文彪) and has never met them even to-
date. The arbitrariness demonstrated in the Kill Article by reporting out of speculation
is a severe violation against the principle of truth in journalism.

(4) It is the responsibility for the community to uphold the law and order by reporting any
crimes to the authorities. The Next Magazine did not condemn and criticize the insane
yells of killings from the triad mob, but instead it, in the capacity of media, quoted and
published the life-threatening message against Dr. Hui from the lawless triad members:
‘‘rumour has it that someone has already given the killing order that promised Hui to
live in grave danger for the rest of his life’’, ‘‘It won’t go away just like that. Blood
must shed. Hui Chi Ming may run, but he can never hide’’ and something like that. The
Next Magazine was virtually aiding the triad gangsters to intimidate Dr. Hui,
threatening his personal security and challenging the authority of the Hong Kong Police
and the rule of law in Hong Kong. Such act is out of line and outrageous. People may
doubt whom the Next Magazine as a media is serving and whether the Next Magazine
has the righteousness that the media are supposed to.
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Accordingly, the Next Magazine is urged to hold the fabricator of the Kill Article
accountable and offer an open apology to Dr. Hui as soon as possible. In order to stem
the on-going harm to Dr. Hui and avoid causing further economic loss and damage to
Dr. Hui and Hoifu Energy, the Next Magazine must make clarification for the false
report in the article and recall the issue 1255 of Next Magazine. Otherwise, Dr. Hui and
the Company will take further legal actions against the Next Magazine to protect the
lawful interests of Dr. Hui and the Company.’’

The Company is capable and confident to maintain the normal daily operation of the
Company. The Company also believes that the Judiciary of Hong Kong has sufficient
capacity to take actions against all Next Magazine’s illegal criminal activity and safeguard
the legitimate interests of enterprises and personal safety of the public, and the Company has
confidence to meet all challenges of its operations and any other aspects. The company
reserves the right to take legal actions against Next Magazine and claim for compensation
for any economic loss incurred.

In addition, the Board also received and noted from Dr. Hui that some media reported the
Company made clarification statement on Next Magazine’s ‘‘kill order’’ article. The
Company hereby clarified the statement was made by Dr. Hui’s plenipotentiary.

At the request of the Company, trading in the Shares on the Stock Exchange was halted
from 11:28 a.m. on 27 March 2014, pending the release of this announcement. An
application has been made by the Company to the Stock Exchange for the resumption of
trading in the Shares on the Stock Exchange with effect from 9:00 a.m. on 2 April 2014.

By order of the Board
Hoifu Energy Group Limited

Dr. Hui Chi Ming, G.B.S., J.P.

Chairman

Hong Kong, 1 April 2014
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